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Notes from the field: 
a successful metadata schema for your digital asset management system

By Ann Childs of Childs Company and Widen Enterprises

Overview

This is a practical guide to a successful metadata schema for your DAM system. The schema is made up of 
metadata, how you describe your assets, and taxonomy, the categories of information captured.  The schema is 
at the heart of a successful DAM. Some measures of a successful schema and a successful DAM system are:  

• How easily library users can find the assets they need

• How relevantly the chosen schema describes the organization and its assets

• How flexibly Administrators can improve the schema as the organization changes over time

Much of the schema is unique to your organization, yet there is a body of practical experience and DAM industry 
best practices to help you create a successful indexing system. We’ll look at all of these in this guide.

A DAM is an integrated system, with overlapping elements and disciplines. The common theme of this white 
paper is the metadata schema, but it also explores the parallel elements of the system as they relate to one 
another: workflow, roles and responsibilities, standards, training, and software considerations. First, we’ll look 
at building the schema with your core group, the Design Team. If you already have an existing DAM, this section 
can be a review, a pool of ideas, and a touchstone for best practices. Then, we’ll look at how to put the schema 
together with those other interlocking elements, how to manage the system on an ongoing basis and, finally, 
explore how to handle changes over time. 

Who are you, what are you?   
How to get and build your information.

Your core team, the Design Team, exists to launch your DAM; it should include key representatives from 
sponsoring groups. At this infant stage, include people who are fully behind the project:  those who need to 
be convinced can be courted later. Plan to bring in various subject matter experts to consult at specific points 
in the process.  The schema design process is one of organizational self-reflection, often pulling from different 
departmental perspectives, with qualitative and quantitative elements:  try for a good member balance. Ongoing 
listening and communication are essential practices.  

The Design Team addresses:

• Scope and resources.  Which are the first groups that will be served? Some technological automation is 
possible, but most of the resources required are human resources.  Plan in phases, and plan realistically.

• A common language.  Do the Publishers and the recipients speak the same language?  That is, do they use the 
same terms to describe assets? For example, graphic designers and printers might, while graphic designers 
and engineers might not.  Agree on formal terms, then identify slang, abbreviations, acronyms, cross-functional 
departmental terms, and build glossaries and synonyms as base documents for all users to reference.
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• Search usability.  User’s searching styles are as varied as people’s learning styles.  A good design 
accommodates as many approaches as the software allows:  keyword searches, category tree 
searches (the cascading “folder” approach), and targeted searches using the available controlled 
lists, free text fields, and system information. An important expectation to set is  “It’s not Google!”  
Google has tens of thousands of searches daily by which to improve its search returns. Your DAM 
likely does not. Your success is based on accurate and consistent metadata. Great indexing yields 
great search results. Users should expect to get improved results with training and practice on  
their DAM.  

• Naming conventions. Filenames and Asset Descriptions are two particularly valuable fields to 
standardize.  Information presented in a consistent manner is easier on the eye, easier to evaluate 
in a search result, and assists in returning an informative keyword search. A standardized filename 
lets you identify stand-alone assets exported from the DAM. A standardized Asset Description takes 
the same important information as the filename and repeats it in conversational English. Both the 
Filename and Asset Description fields are free-text fields, and that means their success depends on 
how accurate the Indexer is (both in following the standards, and in typing skills).

• Controlled lists. Controlled lists (also known as dropdowns, picklists, or palettes) bring the most 
power and accuracy to advanced searches, when combined with free text fields, date and numeric 
fields, and system information automatically assigned upon import (import date, file type, file  
size, etc.). 

COLLATERAL
Description: Product Name (Product Abbreviation) – Asset Type, Descriptor – Language      
File Name: Product Abbreviation_AssetType_Descriptor_LanguageAbbreviation        
Example:         
Description: Internet Security Complete (ISC) – Datasheet, Overview – English UK     
File Name: ISC_Datasheet_Overview_EN         

ADVERTISING
Description: Campaign Name, Creative - Asset Type, Size – Language        
File Name: CampaignName_Creative_AssetType_Size_LanguageAbbreviation        
Example:         
Description: You Don’t Care How It Works, Broccoli – Print Ad, 297x105 – English UK      
File Name: YouDontCare_Broccoli_PrintAd_297x105_EN         

PACKAGING
Description: Product Name (Product Abbreviation) – Asset Type (Retailer or Design, Dimension, Angle) – Language
File Name:  ProductAbbreviation_AssetType_Specs_LanguageAbbreviation
Example:
Description: Internet Security Complete (ISC) – Box Shot (Best Buy S2, 3D, Left) – English UK
File Name:  ISC_BoxShot_BBYS2_3D_Left_EN

PHOTOGRAPHY
Description: Photo Library - Photo Content Description image
File Name:  Photo_PhotoContent_BusinessUnit
Example:         
Description:  Photo Library - Man on Laptop Outdoors image     
File Name:  Photo_ManOnLaptopOutdoors_Consumer_Business
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Specific lists really tell the organization’s story, are less susceptible to interpretation than free-text fields, and 
can be adjusted over time (maybe even deleted), as the organization grows and changes.

A note: You should train Indexers to fill in all metadata. It might appear to them that they are stating 
information twice, when they are actually empowering users to use controlled lists in an advanced search.  
For example, a “Functional Group”  listing of “Packaging” and an “Asset Type” listing of “Packaging 
Art” might seem redundant, but gets a pinpoint search return for a user looking for everything from the 
Packaging group in the French language, who doesn’t care about Asset Type. 

• Required fields.  It’s tempting to make all fields required fields; all the information is important, after all, 
but it doesn’t work out well in practice.  Not all fields apply to all assets.  Require what you absolutely 
cannot get wrong.  For example, if yours is a global organization whose competitive edge depends on 
speedy access to materials across languages, then require the Language field. You can always add to the 
list:  “No language: visuals only” to cover all the bases. Or, if your organization licenses assets, require the 
“Permissions required?” (Y/N) field so Asset Managers and Administrators know to manage  
legal requirements. 

Putting it all together

The metadata schema is one important element of a fully functioning DAM system. To complete the picture, 
the Design Team needs to address roles and responsibilities, workflow and process, graphic standards, and 
software considerations. This guide touches briefly on each of these elements as they relate to metadata, 
sprinkled with some notes from the field. As before, essential practices are to bring in subject matter experts 
where needed, and to be listening to each other and communicating throughout the design process. The 
Design Team addresses:
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• Roles and responsibilities.  Let’s focus in on the Asset Manager, Publisher, Indexer, and Administrator.  
These roles can be completely distinct, but more often cross over and integrate, depending on the 
organization’s resources and culture.  At the extreme poles, a Publisher (the file creator) can drag and 
drop files to the DAM system, and the Administrator indexes and releases files from there  
(centralized model).  

An alternative would be for a Publisher to upload and index all files without Administrator involvement 
(decentralized model).  The real variant between these poles is the Asset Manager — a  subject 
matter expert, internal to the organization, who intimately understands the asset content and its 
most appropriate metadata (hybrid model).  Publishers can be internal or external to the organization, 
Asset Managers are generally internal, and the Administrators(s) a combination of internal  
and external.  

• Workflow and process.  How do the various roles (described above) best accomplish the 
organization’s needs?  From upload to file release, what are the steps and who performs which 
tasks?  Where are the log jams?  Is it easier to secure ongoing funding using external or internal 
resources?  How many players can be involved in the workflow, at what costs to consistency and  
continuity?  What are attrition costs?   Most of these questions revolve around the crucial role of the 
internal subject matter expert or Asset Manager.

• Graphic standards.  Graphic standards include file types to be uploaded, the contents of composite 
graphic files (e.g., page layout version and format, folder structure, image and font policies), version 
control policy, and rights and permissions policies. 

• Software considerations. Choosing your DAM provider is, of course, an enormous decision.  Here are 
just a few questions, related to the points we’ve covered, to consider when choosing DAM software. 
Is there a “sandbox” available, in which you can actually test your metadata schema and workflow 
options before purchasing the solution? Can files be converted on download? This will have a major 
impact on workflow and costs, determining the file types you will need to create and upload. How 
do search results appear on screen (thumbnail resolution, metadata that appears in various views, 
default views)?  This will affect your naming conventions, configuration, and overall user 
search success.

When the Design Team is done, you’ll have a blueprint, a guide to launch the DAM system, or to upgrade 
your existing asset management system.  

ROLE DESCRIPTION

Asset Manager The Asset Manager is responsible for the asset over 
its lifetime. They are a subject matter expert, for 
example, a Marketing Communications Manager, or 
Product Manager.

Publisher/File Creator The Publisher, or File Creator, is responsible for the 
graphic integrity of the asset. Designers and ad 
agencies fulfill this role.

Indexer The indexer assigns metadata to the asset.
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ROLE DESCRIPTION

Administrator The DAM Administrator has overall management 
rights to all assets, sets and enforces governance 
policies, and makes software configuration 
decisions. This broad definition includes general 
administrators to specialized Librarians.

Design Team The Design Team manages the DAM 
implementation. Members are the primary 
stakeholders for the intial DAM launch.

Steering Committee The Steering Committee oversees the DAM after 
implementation.

A best practice suggestion:  Your DAM provider undoubtedly has good training materials to reference.  
Brand your DAM experience as your organization’s own. Publish a User’s Guide, a Publisher’s Guide, and 
an Administrator’s Guide that spell out all the Design Team’s decisions. These will be living documents to 
inform and capture ongoing improvements and adjustments.

Managing it

Now the DAM is operating, and you’re gathering data about its success.  And the basic success factors haven’t 
changed: listening, communicating, and consulting your subject matter experts (now they’re users!) is good 
management and good business practice.  And now add another practice:  manage the DAM in a spirit of 
continuous improvement.  Here are some areas to consider:

• The Steering Committee.  The Design Team gives way to a permanent steering committee, rather like 
a corporate board of directors in its intention and membership, from overall PR to nitty gritty problem 
solving.  High-level corporate sponsorship is  just as important now as it was during DAM development and 
implementation.  It’s vital to remain visible and active with lots of supporters throughout the organization.  

• Ongoing communication.  Administrators have so much information available to them just by combing daily 
imports and looking at the metadata, then connecting with Publishers and users alike to talk with them 
about successes and suggestions.  Some of us are truly hooked on this part of the interaction; it’s why we 
get up in the morning.  In addition to ad hoc conversations and formal training sessions, meet regularly with 
users, potential users, and functional counterparts.  Potential users are those groups that were not included 
in the phase-one DAM launch, but might wish to join in as the DAM matures, and word gets around.  The 
Administrator’s functional counterparts have common operational roles in the organization, like company 
intranet managers or HR managers responsible for training new employees or IT helpdesk personnel. Such 
groups sometimes meet once a month at “Technology Tuesdays” or “Technology Teas.”  

• Training.  Ongoing training is essential.  Set up formal training for all Publishers and Asset Managers, 
and revisit them every six months. It doesn’t always work out well for Publishers to train in new hires 
themselves; the Administrator is part of each publishing group.  The better versed they are in the 
organization, products & services, and culture, the more effective the language (that’s the metadata).  
The more effective the language, the better the user experience.

These roles can be completely distinct, but more often cross over and integrate, depending on the organization’s 
resources and culture.
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• Analysis and reports.  What users searched for, what they found, what they did not find, and how 
quickly they logged out. These are helpful reports to evaluate your metadata and search returns. Free 
text fields, such as “Notes” help the Administrator understand what information is important to Indexers 
that is not found in the controlled lists, and might signal potential improvements to the metadata 
schema.  Some DAM providers are offering increasingly robust and visually informative analytics; watch 
them as they develop and get training.

• Governance.  Enforce the standards, pleasantly, but ruthlessly.

• Housekeeping.  Set daily, weekly, quarterly, and yearly tasks.  And, stick with them...

Changes over time

Change happens, over time,  in our organizations. Our metadata schema has been built to describe our 
organization, and will need to describe our organization as it changes. To move ahead, our best practices 
are, as before, to consult subject matter experts, listen, communicate, and operate in a spirit of continuous 
improvement. Add another practice: evaluate the ongoing relevance of your metadata schema.  Some areas 
to consider are:

• What necessitates a change?  It’s important to understand the scope of work.  Were the founding 
assumptions incorrect or insufficient?  Or, has the organization changed, and its language must follow?  
Or, have the core groups served expanded?  Answers to these questions will determine the actions, the 
players, and the process, to achieve the end.  It works just like the original design phase, but has better 
history and documentation to build upon.

• When is it time to change our metadata, our language?  A key concept is change over time.  There can 
be seemingly cataclysmic changes  to personnel structure that don’t change the organization’s basic 
language.  Which is which?  For example, a young company may be focused on marketing products 
and services, and differentiate everything on their DAM by that language (and hence reflected in their 
controlled  lists).  The company might mature over time to market by campaigns instead.  Time for a 
metadata schema change.  Alternately, a top-down reorganization focused on personnel, but not the 
company persona, may well continue with the schema intact.

• Use user feedback and system analytics.  Use all your user relationships and reporting tools to answer 
the “which is which” question posed above.
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• Archiving assets.  Decide what criteria makes an asset obsolete, or of historical value only. That 
kind of asset should now reside in a hidden portion of the DAM.  Is it date published, a sunsetted 
product, or some other kind of obsolete, expired asset specific to your organization?

• How far in retrograde will changes be made?  If a new field is added to your taxonomy, how far 
back in your publishing history will you go to assign the new metadata to older assets?  Reference 
the example above. When did campaigns become as important as, or more important than, 
products in the organization? The need to add information has probably existed for a while. How 
long? How far back? Subject matter experts will be key to a realistic execution.

Closing thoughts

DAM systems interweave both human organizations and technology to, ultimately, communicate about 
those organizations. What people define, technology can then automate, with ever-increasing breadth 
and precision. The metadata schema is the language of the DAM. Most of what has been explored here 
has been about people, their organizations, their teams and joint endeavors, the graphic children they 
produce, their communications, and the resulting decisions they make to move them into the DAM 
space. The technology follows and augments those decisions.  The process is ongoing, and always 
changing and re-balancing.  The bedrock practices that help us navigate the mighty down to the 
nuanced are to listen, to communicate, to operate in the spirit of continuous improvement, and to pay 
attention to how we change over time.
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 Taxonomy    Metadata 

 (orange = required fields)   (all are controlled picklists except where noted in black)

Organizational Information  
 *Business Entity  ......  Corporate Branding and Communications
    Enterprise
    Consumer
    etc...
 *Functional Group  ......  Advertising
    Engineering
    eCommerce
    etc...
 *Language  ......  Arabic
    Baltic
    Benelux
    etc...
 Region  ......  Asia Pacific
    Europe Middle East & Africa
    Global
    etc...

Administrative Information  
 *Created by   free text field
 *Asset Manager   free text field
 *Permissions required   YES/NO
 Release date   date field
 Expiration Date   date field
 Archived materials  ......  Product ABC
    Product DEF
    Event ABC
    etc...

Asset Information  
 *Library Number   System autofill: unique numeric identifier
 *Asset Description   free text field:  naming conventions standards apply
 *Asset Type  ......  Newsletter or eBlast
    Partner welcome kit
    Corporate fonts
    etc...
 Licensing, Permissions, and Other Notes   free text field
 Consumer Products  ......  Consumer Product ABC
    Consumer Product DEF
    Consumer Product GHI
    etc...
 Enterprise - Products & Services  ......  Enterprise Product ABC
    Enterprise Product DEF
    Enterprise Product GHI
    etc...
 Campaigns and Programs  ......  Bop til ya drop, 2012
    Death to threats 2012
    Sayonara compadre 2012
    etc...
 Other Programs  ......  Channel and Partners
    Internal Giving Program
 Target Audience  ......  Education
    Finance
    Healthcare
    etc...
 Part Number   free text field

Asset/File Details  
 Filename   System autofill  naming convention standards apply
 File Size   System autofill 
 File Type   System autofill 
 Import Date   System autofill 
 Imported By   System autofill 
 Number of Media   System autofill 
 Properties Last Edited By   System autofill 
 Properties Last Edited Date   System autofill 
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About Widen

Widen is a content technology company. That means we develop solutions for marketers 
who need to connect their visual content – like photos, videos, graphics, and creative  
files – for greater visibility and sharing. Organizations of any size can use our DAM solution, 
the Widen Collective, to power their content from a central source of truth and sync it with 
the other systems they use every day.

Our solutions are trusted by hundreds of thousands of users worldwide like Roche, 
Trek, Cornell University, New Orleans Tourism Marketing, The Atlanta Falcons, Red Gold 
Tomatoes, and Yankee Candle. Learn more about Widen at www.widen.com.

Widen Enterprises

6911 Mangrove Lane Madison, WI  53713 

P: 608-222-1296 

E: marketing@widen.com www.widen.com


